
 Choice board for being outside and PE: 18th
-22nd

 May Ms. G. Kelly 

 
    Wash the car!  Letter musical chairs!  Simon Says – run on the  Play “Hide and seek”! 

 Create a treasure hunt    Write letters on  spot, jumping jacks, hop,   
 and find the “treasure”. Encourage  sticky notes and  crawl, tip-toe, jog, stretch   
 the “pirates” to use the words    place on a chair. Play  etc.   
 such as nearer, closer, the right,    the music and when it    
 left etc. (Work on this language)    stops says the letter    
     you sit on. Run and    
     find something in the    
     house beginning with    
     that sound!    
     (This could also be    
     used to revise tricky    
     words)    
       
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v 

 Tennis Ball vs Toilet Roll Challenge: Play with a ball (Work  Fill the bucket Game:  Use a deck of cards. 

 =rnlDBKD2S78    on their throwing and  -You will need:  Flip over the cards 

    catching skills)  Sponge for each “team”  and you have to move 
     

 Cosmic Kids: Tiny the T-Rex     A bucket of water  that many times. You 

      A container to squeeze the  can hop, stretch, 

      sponge into  jump, spin, stomp, 

      -Each player gets their  skip. 

      sponge wet and then runs   
      to the other side and   
      squeezes their sponge into   
      the container.   
       

 Balloon Games:    Crab Soccer:  Go on a nature walk and  3 legged races! 

 Help them blow them up and then     Nature art – collect leaves, flower, Get a football, get  play I spy!  (Tights are a great 

 let them play games like tennis   into the crab position   thing to use!!) 
  

sticks, seeds etc. to make natural 
 

 with kitchen utensils, or hot lava   and then play!! (Or    
  artwork.   
       

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rnlDBKD2S78
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rnlDBKD2S78
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rnlDBKD2S78


 
 
 



 

 
 
 

Choice board for 18th
-22nd

 May 

 
Pick some of the suggestions on the choice board below to do over the week!! ☺ You do not have to do everything and if you are enjoying something 

of course you can do it more than once! ☺ 

 
Play:  PLAY SHOP: (See link to   Memory games  Engineer with Marshmallow  Play with Baking Soda  Free play: 

    Put a few items on a tray  Shapes  Science   
   (for example, a crayon,  Develop engineering skills  A little baking soda and  Very important to let your 

    an apple, a building  while constructing creations  vinegar can open a whole  child be in charge and see 

    brick, a toy car). Then  out of toothpicks and  world of fun to tiny  what they come up with 

    look, cover, remember  marshmallows!  scientists. Cover the  themselves. 

    and check!   bottom of a foil tray with   
       baking soda. Fill an ice cube   
 The children could have      tray with vinegar––for   
 their own book shop and      extra fun you can add a   
 sell books for 1c, 2c, 5c, 

10c,20c and 50c.  

    drop of food coloring to   

      each compartment. Using a   
      dropper or pipette (great   
      for fine motor skills, too!),   
      watch the baking soda fizz   
      and froth in a chemical   
      reaction.   
       
Literacy Read 5/6 pages of a book 

every day. 

 Write your favourite 

recipe and draw a picture 

of the process. 

Write about your favourite 

hobby. 

Read words from Dolch list.  Put words in alphabetic order 

          

 



 

 

Art  Get a magazine and cut  Do some painting ☺  Nature art:    Encourage some free time  Drawing a picture after 

 out body parts i.e. eyes,    Use nature all around us to    drawing and see what the  writing their news. 

 nose, mouth and create an  If they go painting the   create a face.    children come up with! :☺  
 art piece! ☺ boys and girls have to   (See examples below)        
  help with the washing up            
  after!! It can’t be left to            
  Mom and Dad!!            

Fine  Cutting activities  (Using toothpicks and   Playing with lego!    Make a funny face using  Tearing paper!! 

motor   marshmallows in play        fruit. Chop the banana using   
activities   section)        a knife! (Or any soft fruit   
          that is easy to cut, we don’t   

          want any injuries during this   
         activity!!! ☺)   
         

Jobs at  Empty the dishwasher  Hoover the living room!   Clean up after yourself    Help to clean the bathroom.  Dress your bed 

 



 
Nature art examples: 

 


